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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we investigate when to browse the web using WiFi
and cellular simultaneously on mobile devices. Our observation,
based on empirical measurements, is that mobile web may not always benefit from multipath, which motivates a cost-benefit analysis. However, it is challenging to analyze the benefits (i.e., improved user experience) and costs (e.g., energy consumption) of
web browsing, due to HTTP’s resource fetching model. We propose to use server push, a standard feature in HTTP/2, to provide
an ideal framework for the cost-benefit analysis. We then design
a practical system that reduces resource footprint for mobile web
over multipath by providing adaptive multipath support.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Given the increasing popularity of smartphones, the industry and
research community have spent numerous efforts on improving the
performance and quality of experience (QoE) of web browsing on
mobile devices. For example, more than 60% of Alexa top websites
have mobile versions [26]; mobile-friendly browsers are in wide
use on all major platforms [4]; dedicated commercial proxies have
been deployed to reduce mobile data usage [5]; also advanced incloud services have been developed for accelerating mobile web [7,
28]. Most mobile devices have multiple network interfaces, such
as WiFi and cellular, that can be leveraged together to improve
web performance through multipath TCP (MPTCP [15]). MPTCP
transparently splits an end-to-end TCP connection onto multiple interfaces. It stripes data onto subflows at the sender and reassembles
them from each paths at the receiver. MPTCP has already been
implemented in the Linux kernel [24].
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In this paper, we aim to answer an under-explored yet important question: should we surf the mobile web using MPTCP all the
time? Multipath on mobile devices has been studied in diverse aspects, such as accelerating file download [10, 13] and facilitating
mobility [11]. However, to the best of our knowledge, little work
has been done to understand its interplay with mobile web. We recently conducted a first measurement of mobile web performance
over MPTCP [17]. The key finding is, MPTCP brings more benefits
to SPDY than to HTTP/1.1, due to SPDY’s long-lived multiplexing
connection that uses both paths effectively. However, as we will
show in this paper, the performance gain of MPTCP for HTTP/21
may diminish, e.g., when the page size is small, when the network
characteristics of a path differs significantly from the other, or when
network transfer is not the bottleneck. Thus, blindly enabling multipath may increase cellular data usage and energy consumption,
while providing no or little QoE improvement to mobile users.
Based on the above insights, we argue that multipath should be
used adaptively, i.e., only when its offered benefits outweigh its
incurred costs. Unfortunately, we found it is fundamentally difficult to perform the cost-benefit analysis, due to HTTP’s default
“request-response” resource fetching model that iteratively discovers and fetches resources. As a result, at the very beginning of
loading a page, neither the client nor the server has the knowledge
of all contents to be transferred, let alone performing any analysis
based on them.
In order to overcome this limitation, we propose to strategically
use HTTP/2’s server push feature. Server push allows early resource discovery and separates network transfer and local computation, thus making the cost-benefit analysis, a key prerequisite of
adaptive multipath, much easier. We sketch a system design that
makes mobile web over multipath practical by reducing its resource
footprint. We summarize our contributions as follows.
• We conduct experiments in diverse settings to understand the
interplay between multipath and HTTP, as well as the importance
of adaptive multipath (§3).
• We reveal the key challenge of using multipath adaptively for
HTTP’s resource fetching scheme (§4).
• To address the above challenge, we propose a novel server-push
based framework that performs the cost-benefit analysis to intelligently determine when to use multipath, and present a high-level
system design (§4).

2.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We set up a multipath testbed consisting of a Linux laptop client
and a server machine, which runs a web server and a proxy. The
1
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Figure 1: Experiments E1 (left) and E2 (right): PLT of
HTTP/1.1 vs HTTP/2 over single path and multipath. The box
plots show the min, 25-th percentile, median, 75-th percentile,
and the max, across the 24 sites. The open dot is the mean.
laptop communicates with the server using the WiFi (through an
802.11n AP) and LTE (over a cellular carrier) paths simultaneously.
Based on recent measurement studies, we impose additional delay
and bandwidth limit on both paths using Dummynet [8], to emulate typical link characteristics experienced by urban residents. For
WiFi, the throughput is 7.0Mbps for downlink and 2.0Mbps for uplink, and the RTT is 50ms [29]. For LTE, they are 9.2Mbps (downlink), 2.3Mbps (uplink) and 70ms, respectively [19]. We use this
setup by default, unless otherwise mentioned. The client runs an
off-the-shelf Chrome browser (version 43). Each page is loaded
with cold-cache 100 times for statistically meaningful results. As
we set up our own web server, there is also no in-network caching.
We conduct four types of page loading experiments E1 to E4:
E1. HTTP/1.1 Replay. The client fetches pages from our replay
server (Google Page Replay [1]) that hosts pre-recorded landing
pages of 24 popular websites selected from Alexa top 100 websites.
E2. HTTP/2 Replay. This is similar to E1 except the web protocol is HTTP/2. Since Google Page Replay does not yet support
HTTP/2, we configure an HTTP/2 proxy (nghttpx 1.0.5 [2]) colocating with the replay server. The proxy thus incurs negligible
forwarding overhead.
E3. HTTP/2 Synthetic Page Fetching. The client downloads
synthetic pages with different sizes from the web server (nginx
1.4.6 [3]), using the nghttpx proxy2 .
E4. HTTP/2 Server Push. The client loads landing pages of five
mirrored websites from the nginx web server. The nghttpx proxy
uses the server push feature in HTTP/2 to push all resources.

WHY ADAPTIVE MULTIPATH?

We study two representative web protocols, HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2,
over MPTCP. HTTP/1.1 is the de facto protocol used by millions of
web servers today. As the successor of HTTP/1.1, HTTP/2 [6] was
standardized in 2015. It provides new features such as multiplexing
and server push.

3.1

Background: HTTP/1.1 vs. HTTP/2

The left side of Figure 1 compares the page load time (PLT) of
HTTP/1.1 over single-path TCP (SPTCP) and MPTCP. Since WiFi
is usually free (or cheaper than LTE) and incurs less energy foot2

For E3 and E4, we use a proxy because the support of HTTP/2,
especially for server push, by nginx was still experimental, as of
the time of running the experiments.
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Figure 2: Loading small pages over SPTCP and MPTCP (Experiment E3).
print on mobile devices, we select it as the primary path to initiate
MPTCP connections, and use LTE as the secondary one. The results indicate that MPTCP often does not improve (and may even
hurt) the performance of HTTP/1.1. This is attributed to the fact
that in HTTP/1.1’s paradigm, browsers issue a large number of
short-lived connections, many of which terminate before the secondary path’s handshake is completed. The chance of using the
secondary path is thus significantly reduced.
We next repeat the experiments for HTTP/2. As shown in the
right side of Figure 1, MPTCP significantly improves the performance of HTTP/2, with the average reductions of PLT ranging
from 18.22% to 57.19%, compared to the best single-path PLT
among WiFi and cellular. Unlike HTTP/1.1, HTTP/2 supports multiple outstanding requests by multiplexing many objects onto a single connection, thus creating sufficient opportunities to utilize both
WiFi and cellular paths. In our MPTCP experiments for HTTP/2,
the flow duration increases significantly, making all connections
use the secondary path.
Take-away 1: HTTP/1.1 does not work well with MPTCP, due to
its short flow duration. MPTCP can significantly improve the performance of HTTP/2 which employs long-lived multiplexing connections.

3.2

Does MPTCP Always Help HTTP/2?

The results of HTTP/2 over multipath look promising. However,
one question remains: are these PLT reductions always achievable? In fact, the performance gain of MPTCP diminishes in many
scenarios, for example:
• When the page size is small or a warm-cache loading is performed: In this case, page fetching may finish right after the secondary subflow is established. Figure 2 shows the results for synthetic pages with sizes from 2KB to 100KB (Experiment E3). As
the page size becomes smaller, the PLT difference between SPTCP
and MPTCP diminishes. Note that prior study shows the median
size of warm-cache loading of a mobile page is around 50KB [26].
• When the secondary path has a higher latency and lower
throughput than the primary: In this case, MPTCP’s default
scheduler routes most packets to the primary path. To verify it,
we repeat E2 by changing the cellular path’s characteristics to emulate a typical 3G link (970 Kbps downlink, 331 Kbps uplink, 160
ms RTT [19]). As shown in Figure 3, MPTCP and SPTCP over
WiFi yield similar performance.
• When network transfer is not the bottleneck: Due to local
computation (e.g., JavaScript evaluation and page rendering) interleaved with network activities, the web page transfer may exhibit
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Figure 3: Repeating E2 with the cellular path emulated as a 3G
link.
an intermittent traffic pattern [31]. In this case, CPU becomes bottleneck, making MPTCP potentially not beneficial since a single
path may already provide sufficient bandwidth. This can happen
more frequently on complex or poorly designed pages.
Take-away 2: HTTP/2’s multiplexing nature makes it outperform
HTTP/1.1 when working over MPTCP. However, MPTCP’s benefits
may diminish due to several factors such as small page size and
poor secondary path.

3.3

Energy Impact of MPTCP

We learn from §3.2 that MPTCP may have limited performance
gain for HTTP/2. Therefore, blindly using multipath causes unnecessary cellular data usage and potentially significant energy drain.
Cellular interfaces are a major battery consumer of mobile devices:
3G radio accounts for 1/3 to 1/2 of the overall device energy consumption [27], and LTE consumes at least 50% of the overall energy [23]. For the experiments of fetching small pages, we use the
recently proposed single- and multipath power models for Samsung Galaxy Note [23] to quantify the radio energy consumption
in Figure 4, by conducting trace-driven simulations. Comparing
Figure 2 and Figure 4, we can see that MPTCP consumes more
energy (5.5x to 7.3x) than SPTCP does, but provides marginal performance improvement, when loading small pages. Note Figure 4
does not include the tail energy that can be significant for cellular
on some devices. We also conduct a simulation for the experiments
of Figure 3, using a 3G UMTS power model [27]. The results indicate that under our configured network conditions (§3.2), using
MPTCP over WiFi and 3G increases the radio energy consumption
by 7.5x on average while providing negligible PLT boost as shown
in Figure 3.
We emphasize that the energy consumption of MPTCP may not
always be higher than SPTCP. When MPTCP significantly reduces
the PLT, making radios stay up for a much shorter period of time,
the overall radio energy consumption may also be reduced. This
further motivates our proposal of adaptively performing multipath
only when MPTCP brings in performance gains.
Take-away 3: Compared to SPTCP, MPTCP may incur additional radio energy consumption, which will be wasted if it cannot
improve the QoE for mobile web.

4.

TOWARD ADAPTIVE MULTIPATH

The above findings suggest we should use multipath adaptively
for mobile web: predicting the costs (additional cellular data usage
and energy consumption) and the benefits (improved QoE), and enabling multipath only if the benefits outweigh the costs.
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Figure 4: Normalized radio energy consumption for loading
small pages (E3).
Unfortunately, conducting such a cost-benefit analysis is very
difficult, if not impossible. Both the costs and benefits are related
to how big the to-be-fetched-objects are, and the order and interleaving of the fetching of these objects. HTTP’s default “requestresponse” resource fetching model, which iteratively discovers and
fetches resources, makes it difficult to predict the costs and benefits. As a result, at the beginning of loading a page, neither the
client nor the server has knowledge of all contents to be fetched,
let alone making any prediction based on them. Thus, we believe
changes to the page fetching model are needed to allow early resource discovery, and to enable the client or the server to determine
the best content delivery strategy (single- or multipath).

4.1

Leveraging Server Push

We propose to employ server push, a standard feature in HTTP/2 [6],
for the cost-benefit analysis. Server push lets the server proactively
send resources to clients. Compared to the conventional paradigm
of iteratively fetching resources, it offers three benefits:
• Server push reduces the difficulty of predicting the costs of multipath. The ideal usage scenario of server push is, upon the reception of an initial page request, the server gathers most (if not all)
resources associated with the page and pushes them in a single bundle to the client. Unlike the conventional iterative resource fetching, network transfer will ideally never be hindered by local computation. Thus, fetching a web page essentially becomes bulk file
downloading with a known size. Then we can estimate the costs,
i.e., the additional data usage and energy consumption incurred by
the secondary path, through either simulations or theoretical modeling (by extending existing TCP models [9, 25] for MPTCP).
• Server push also makes predicting the benefits of multipath easy,
by separating network transfer and local computation as much as
possible. A recent study [7] indicates that after clicking a link,
mobile users have a typical tolerance limit of 3 to 5 seconds before most contents of a page are loaded. It suggests that the number of high-utility resources delivered in the first few seconds is
a good metric for quantifying the QoE for web browsing3 . We
T
T
therefore use BMPTCP
− BSPTCP
to quantify the QoE improvements
T
T
brought by MPTCP, where BMPTCP
and BSPTCP
are the bytes delivered by MPTCP and SPTCP, respectively, in the first T seconds (a
T
T
pre-defined threshold, e.g., T =3). BMPTCP
and BSPTCP
can also be
estimated by simulation or modeling. In contrast, without server
3

This assumes the resources are prioritized, which can be achieved
by profiling resources dependencies using approaches proposed in
the literature, either statically [21, 31] or dynamically [7].
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Figure 6: Illustration of the proposed cost-benefit analysis.

• Server push also improves cellular energy efficiency, by maximizing bandwidth utilization and minimizing the “radio-on-butidle” time [12]. Without server push, the potentially intermittent
traffic patterns force the cellular radio to stay at the high-power
state for a longer period.
Realization of the above advantages assumes the majority of resources can be pushed at the beginning of loading a page. In §5.1
we argue this assumption is promisingly valid for most of today’s
web pages.
To demonstrate MPTCP can indeed help server push when transfer size is large, we compare the PLT of server push over SPTCP
and MPTCP using five mirrored landing pages of popular websites
(Experiment E4). For each resource, we add a corresponding LINK
field to the response header of the initial page request, which makes
the resource pushed by nghttpx. Figure 5 clearly indicates that
when server push is enabled, the PLT over MPTCP is around only
half of that over SPTCP. Note that the performance of server push
should be better than non-push due to the reduced network transfer
time (e.g., by up to 45% over cellular networks [16]).
Take-away 4: Server push provides two key features: early resource discovery and separation between network transfer and local computation. They make it possible to perform cost-benefit
analysis for multipath.

Next, we describe how to conduct the cost-benefit analysis. As
shown in Figure 6, before sending a page request, the client derives
the cost functions of additional cellular data usage and energy consumption (if any, compared to SPTCP over WiFi). Several factors
affect the costs: both paths’ characteristics (latency, bandwidth,
loss, etc.), the power models of both interfaces, and their current radio states (turning on the radios costs energy). We can obtain such
information from mobile devices (e.g., RRC states [30] and signal
strength) and by lightweight passive measurement on the client.
T
T
The client also derives a benefit function BMPTCP
− BSPTCP
, which
is the additional bytes MPTCP can deliver in the first T seconds
compared to SPTCP, under the current network conditions and radio states (§4.1). With external factors (network conditions, power
models, and radio states) known, the only variable in both the cost
and benefit functions is the size of pushed resources. We exemplify an empirically derived model in Figure 7, which visualizes
the percentage of bytes transferred over LTE as a function of WiFi
and LTE latencies, for downloading a 1MB file. The baseline is
our multipath testbed configuration (§2) without any additional latency. X and Y axes are the additional latency added to each path.
Except for few outliers, we see clearly predictable patterns: more
bytes traverse the LTE path as the RTT ratio between WiFi and LTE
becomes larger. Developing detailed methodologies is part of our
ongoing work.
Subsequently, based on the functions and user-specified highlevel requirements, the client generates a compact cost-benefit policy and embeds it into the initial page request. The simplest policy
consists of a threshold θ1 , dictating the server to use multipath only
when the push size is larger than θ1 . If the client concerns excessive energy and/or monetary cost, it may send another threshold
θ2 , asking the server to limit the cellular data usage. The values of
θ1 and θ2 depend on not only the characteristics of both paths, but
also user’s preference. For example, if the phone is charging and
the user has sufficient quota for her cellular data, a small θ1 and
a large θ2 can be applied. The server will then simply follow the
policy and use multipath accordingly.
We summarize the adaptive nature of our scheme by revisiting
the three scenarios in §3.2, where MPTCP may not be able to improve the performance of mobile web. The small page size and
the poor quality of the secondary path are taken into account by θ1
and θ2 , which are dynamically determined based on network conditions. The third one (interleaved computation and data transfer)
is addressed by server push that decouples both factors.

4.2

Sketch of System Design

Based on the above analysis, we present a high-level design of
using multipath adaptively for mobile web.
1. The client sends the initial page request to the server over the
primary WiFi path and describes the cost-benefit policies of multipath. A policy can be, for example, multipath should be used only
if at least 200KB data will be transferred. It is derived from the
cost-benefit analysis below. We expect the policy to be very concise (e.g., one line in the HTTP header).
2. The server gathers as many resources associated with the page
as possible, and then pushes them over either SPTCP or MPTCP,
depending on the client’s policy.
3. For the remaining resources that will not be pushed by the
server, the client can either conservatively fetch them over a single
path, or use the same policy as server push. We expect there are
none or not many of such resources, and they incur limited impact
on user’s experience (e.g., they may be advertisements and periodic
background pings).
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the server to manage subflows, is missing in today’s MPTCP. It can
be realized by slightly modifying MPTCP as follows. (1) The client
uses a socket option to inform its MPTCP stack to hold off establishing the secondary subflow. (2) When establishing the primary
subflow, the client informs the server about its cellular interface’s
address ID through ADD_ADDR. (3) When the server decides to establish the secondary subflow, it sends MP_JOIN+, a new message
similar to MP_JOIN but including the client’s cellular address ID,
over the primary subflow. Note that directly sending a downlink
MP_JOIN to the client’s cellular interface may not work due to NAT
and firewalls that prevail in today’s cellular networks. Subsequent
secondary subflow handshake remains unchanged.
Congestion Control (CC). When multipath is used in datacenter
networks, due to fairness considerations, subflows’ CC algorithms
are coupled [32]. In mobile world, since WiFi and cellular are heterogeneous access networks, their CC can be decoupled (e.g., each
independently runs standard TCP CUBIC) to maximize both paths’
bandwidth utilization [18]. MPTCP also supports decoupled CC.

5.3
Figure 7: Example of an empirical model based on WiFi/LTE
latencies.

5.

DISCUSSION
We discuss several practical issues in this section.

5.1

Determining What to Push

Determining what resources to push is a non-trivial task. Pushing
unwanted data incurs bandwidth overhead, while pushing less data
than needed reduces the performance gain. This problem is not
specific to multipath, since server push is a general optimization
approach.
We did not find any literature that provides detailed methods of
how to select the resources to push. We thus give some guidelines
here. First, usually a majority of resources have their URLs embedded in the HTML page (the page itself can be either statically
or dynamically generated). Based on our measurements of popular
sites’ pages, the fraction of bytes of statically embedded resources
ranges from less than 50% to 100%. Second, we can generate the
set of resources requested dynamically by JavaScript without peruser customization using a simple black-box approach, such as having several bots load the same page and taking an intersection of
what they get. Third, the remaining resources are dynamically generated for a specific client, such as advertisements generated from
a cookie. Usually large objects (e.g., images and fonts) are not
likely to be customized, and we thus expect pushing the resources
described above can already achieve most of the performance gain
for many sites. Finally, the server can obtain the set of resources
already cached by the clients using existing cache synchronization
mechanisms, such as MetaPush [16] and Cache Hints [20]. These
resources will not be pushed. Thus, we believe for websites without substantial per-user customization, most of their resources can
be accurately identified and pushed.

5.2

Working with MPTCP

Our system can use the existing MPTCP protocol implementation [24] with minor changes.
Secondary Subflow Establishment. In the default MPTCP, shortly
after establishing the primary subflow, the client will start the secondary subflow. In our case, the client needs to hold off, and wait
for the server to determine whether to establish the secondary subflow. However, this generally useful mechanism, which also allows

Deployment using a MPTCP Proxy

Since most of today’s web servers do not support MPTCP or
use server push, one way to quickly deploy our scheme is to use
a proxy. In this configuration, MPTCP and HTTP/2 server push
are used between the proxy and the client, and regular HTTP/1.1
or non-push HTTP/2 over a single path is used between the proxy
and remote server. Upon the reception of a page request, the proxy
iteratively fetches contents (including parsing JavaScript) on behalf of the client (which only issues the initial request). Similar approaches already exist in several cloud-based browsing solutions [4, 28]. The proxy further needs to measure the overall page
size, based on which it decides whether to use multipath or not,
and then pushes the resources to the client accordingly. It may take
time for the proxy to fetch and parse the resources before pushing
them out in a bundle, leading to additional wait time on the client.
We expect these proxies to be computationally powerful, and have
low-latency links to web servers, making the additional delay small.
The issue can be further mitigated by proxy-side caching and other
optimizations.

5.4

Other Issues

System Overhead. In our design, to make the scheme scalable,
all measurements and the cost-benefit analysis are performed on
the client side. One potential concern is its incurred overhead. We
expect it to be low due to several reasons: a client needs to perform
only passive and lightweight measurements; the multipath policy
is very simple; and we can generate the models offline and reuse
them. We plan to thoroughly evaluate the client-side overhead in
our future work.
Policy and primary interface. We have not explicitly considered the data usage of LTE services, which can be incorporated into
the policies for determining θ1 and θ2 as described in §4.2. Also, in
this study we always use WiFi as the primary interface. Changing
it to cellular may improve the file download time [13]. We leave the
evaluation of its impact on web performance in our future work.

6.

RELATED WORK

Mobile Web. Mobile web performance has been extensively investigated. For instance, Erman et al. [14] measured the performance of HTTP and SPDY over cellular networks and studied their
interactions with TCP. PARCEL [28] reduces energy consumption
and page load time for mobile devices through “bundled push”.
Klotski [7] improves the quality of user experience by dynamically
reprioritizing mobile web resources. Flywheel [5] is Google’s data

compression HTTP proxy for the mobile web, which has been a
production system for years. However, none of them studies how
mobile web should perform over multipath.
MPTCP in Mobile Networks. Mobile devices can benefit from
MPTCP for various applications. For file downloading, Chen et
al. [10] and Deng et al. [13] evaluated its performance when using
SPTCP and MPTCP over WiFi and cellular networks. The mobile kibbutz system [22] consolidates cellular traffic from multiple users onto fewer links through MPTCP to improve energy efficiency. Leveraging MPTCP, Croitoru et al. [11] studied seamless
WiFi mobility among multiple APs. In our recent work [17], we
evaluated the performance of HTTP/1.1 and SPDY over MPTCP.
Partially motivated by the findings, this paper investigates the question of when we should use MPTCP for mobile web.

7.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first proposal of adaptively using MPTCP for mobile web. We have found mobile web
does not always benefit from MPTCP, and we argue a cost-benefit
analysis is needed to reduce the resource footprint of MPTCP. Our
proposed cost-benefit analysis is enabled by HTTP/2’s server push
feature. We are implementing this adaptive MPTCP for mobile
web and evaluating its performance. We believe the same lesson
also applies to other mobile applications, such as video streaming.
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